
PARENTAL BUYING DECISIONS CHILDRENS INFLUENCE

The effects of parent's characteristics on their acceptance of child influence on purchasing decision: a study of the
correlation between parental.

Maximum number of respondents visits market casually as revealed by 64 percent. One of the very important
influences operating on family purchase behaviour is the influence of children on the budget allocation and
purchases and consumption. A few studies have investigated how various parental attitudes affect children's
influence in decision-making. Observational studies may reduce subjectivity biases, and offer additional
insights into how families actually make decisions. There are a number-of potential candidates in this regard.
Sheldon, ed. However, due to space constraints, these sections were deleted from the paper prior to
submission. A number of problems associated with previous research were also identified, including problems
with construct validity, over-reliance on the survey method, and lack of theoretical explanations for observed
patterns of influence. Further, it is observed that both boys and girls like eatables most followed by dresses
and shoes. Davis, Harry L. Moschis and Churchill found that the maximum influence of mass media is driven
from advertising and programming. Finally, the use of surveys is problematic in dealing with young children
who generally lack the cognitive ability to respond to test items. Jensen, J. And even more problematic is their
perception of major reason behind children's requests. Interestingly, despite that the number of requests on
parents' products decreases with number of children, so do the accept of these requests. The positive
relationship between income and this scale may be due to the fact, that children in families with higher income
generally requets more products. It is also likely that children perceive products such as furniture as having
low personal relevance; therefore, they may not be motivated to influence these decisions. In regard to parents'
age there is no significant relationships. They understand the marketing and advertising campaigns presented
to them. Until this occurs, our understanding of the phenomenon will continue to be incomplete and
fragmentary. Sometimes 49 Total  Additionally, many studies test numerous relationships within the context
of a single sample and study, while failing to adjust the alpha level accordingly. Wortzel and Robert L. This is
particularly true when the family products involve substantial financial outlays. Another group of factors
having an impact on a child's influence in purchase decisions are characteristics of the child. Children are
likely to view products for their own use as the most personally relevant. Wright, P. Specifically, Nelson and
Szybillo and Sosanie used family restaurants as products. One reason for this may be that child-centered
mothers are more concerned with the child's nutrition than are other mothers Berey and Pollay  Whereas
cosmetics are concerned, 10 girls and 3 boys prefer to purchase it. Martin and R. On the basis of family
structure, 72 percent belong to Nuclear families and 24 belong to Joint families. One means of contributing to
our knowledge of children's influence is to incorporate stronger theoretical explanations in our research.


